The idea for The Moral Outcry Petition was birthed in prayer as Melinda Thybault saw herself rolling out a petition to reverse *Roe v. Wade* in front of the Supreme Court or perhaps in the court. This is brief gives the most comprehensive five reasons for reversing *Roe v. Wade*. By God's grace, we now have over 539,108 signatures on the brief. We will be rolling out two scrolls with over half a million signatures. Each scroll will have a quarter million names each. We will be rolling out these scrolls in front of the Supreme Court on October 4th. For more information, click here if you would like to join us when we roll out the scrolls.

The 2,249 Women Hurt By Abortion represent powerful voices at the Supreme Court. We know that the Court has women’s voices before in upholding the federal ban on partial birth abortion. They cited the brief we filed on behalf of Sandra Cano, the *Doe of Doe v. Bolton*, and 180 Women Hurt By Abortion. They cited the pages with the women's testimonies. We know that Justices Alito and Gorsuch cited the women’s testimonies last year in the Louisiana Hospital Admitting Privileges case.

How do we overcome Satan? By the Blood of the Lamb and the word of our testimony. Revelation 12:11. In addition, we gave the Court 4,728 Testimonies of Women Hurt By Abortion in the Brief.

NIFLA is the National Institutes of Family Life Advocates which represents over 1,600 pregnancy resource centers across the nation. This is also a name the Supreme Court recognizes because three years ago NIFLA won a major free speech and abortion case. We filed an *Amicus Curiae* brief on behalf of The Moral Outcry in that case and the Supreme Court struck down a California law requiring California pregnancy resource centers to refer for abortions. Florida Voice For The Unborn is an pro-life group in Florida that asked to be added to the brief. Click here to read this major brief.